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Abstract 

This is a study of the use of digital signal processing (DSP) as a method 
of modeling room acoustics without having to actually build the structure. 
The DSP capabilities and programming facilities of the NeXT computer 
located in the Mathematics Department's computer laboratory (RB 450) is 
used in conjunction with this thesis. First, the basic ideas and mathemat-

. ics of digital signal processing are explored. Second, the mathematics and 
applications of Fourier Analysis and the Fast Fourier Transform in DSP are 
explored. Thirdly, the mathematical foundations and relationships of basic 
room acoustics and auditorium acoustics are explored. Finally, a computer 
program written in the C programming language for the NeXT as an Hon
ors Fellowship project which combines all of these ideas in one package to 
determine the acoustic manipulation of a sound given the geometry and the 
materials of a hypothetical room is discussed. 
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Introduction 

With the advent of digital audio format in the late 1970's, not only has 
sound playback become virtually noiseless, but recording and mixing has 
become much easier and more accurate without manual "cut and paste" ma
nipulations. Compact discs have replaced vinyl LP records as the standard 
for "non-rewritable" audio recordings. Using a computer, one can build a 
simple and inexpensive home studio for digital recording and mixing with 
a MIDP circuit card, MIDI supporting music writing software, and a MIDI 
supporting instrument such as a keyboard. Apart from the recording and 
editing of audio, digital format is not only capable of synthesizing signals for 
differing timbral effects but is also capable of filtering signals for selecting 
and increasing or decreasing the intensity of different frequency bands or for 
altering audio impulses to reflect a desired sound behavior. Thus, digital 
audio format can be used to model the acoustics of a hypothetical room by 
applying a constructed digital filter to a digitized sound. This filter must be 
designed to alter an input sound to a digital image unique to this hypothet
ical room. 

Part I - Digital Signal Processing 

In order to define Digital Signal Processing, we must first define a general 
conception of electrical signal processing. An operation or set of operations 
that can alter an electrical signal to a form that can more easily meet the 
needs of information extraction or analysis is referred to as signal processing 
[1, p. 57]. A simple example of signal processing is voltage rectification (See 
Figure 1). Voltage rectification is used in analog circuit power supplies that 
change an alternating voltage signal into a direct voltage signal. The circuit 
in Figure La is designed to change the input voltage in Figure 1. b to an 
output voltage in Figure 1.c for circuits or machines that operate on a direct 
signal but are connected to an alternating voltage source. 

1 MIDI is an acronym for Musical Instrument Digital Interface. 
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The recording, playing, and mixing of signals can be characterized by 
two major formats: analog and digital. An analog signal is a representation 
of a physical quantity variable in time which uses some other continuously
variable physical quantity. An example of this would be the representation 
of changing air pressure by changing the displacement of a groove in a vinyl 
disc or by changing the strength of a magnetic field on a magnetic tape. The 
passage of time and variation in temperature and power supply can cause de
vice parameter deviation such as changes in transistor beta2

, aberrations in 
transistor betas contained within operational amplifiers3 , and offset voltages 
and currents that hinder performance of analog systems. Signal processing in 
time-invariant, linear digital format can significantly diminish or practically 
eliminate the disadvantages due to the drifting of analog systems. Because 
digital format uses numerical units and no moving parts, time and temper
ature variations have almost no effect on the drifting of system parameters. 
This results in an unchanging input/output relationship. In other words, the 
quality of a digital sound signal reproduction is greatly improved over analog 
format, and regardless of the number of plays, the quality is preserved [1, 
pp. 57-61]. 

The digital format of a sound consists of representing the sound by its 
numerical values taken at specified divisions of the time interval of the sound. 
This is called sampling the sound. More formally, sampling is the represen
tation of a function x(t), t E [to, ta], by the numerical list of values {x(n5)} 
where 5 is a division of the time period T = ta - to of the sound such that n5 
is the same length as the time period [2, pp. 14-15]. An example of a crude 
digital representation of one cycle of a sine wave would proceed as follows. 

Example 1. Let x(t) = sin(t), for 0 ~ t ~ 27r. A digital sampling of x(t) 
over the period T in 16 parts would be x(n5) = sin((n - 1)5) for 5 = i~ 
and n = 1,2, .. , 16. A visual representation of this example can be seen in 
Figure 2. 

2Transistors have three terminals called the collector, the base, and the emitter. Beta 
(P), also known as current gain, is an inherent property of transistors dependent on the 
maximum electrical currents that can be handled by the collector and the base terminals 
of a transistor [5, p. 62]. 

30perational amplifiers are integrated circuits that contain transistors. 
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Figure 2 

This figure represents one cycle of the sine wave as 16 discrete values 
by dividing T (T = 21l") into 16 equidistant points and determining the 
amplitude of the signal at each point. The sampled sequence of the function 
would appear as 

x(t) ::} {x( nS)} = {O, 0.407, 0.743,0.951,0.995,0.866,0.588,0.208, 
-0.208, -0.588, -0.866, -0.995, -0.951, -0.743, -0.407,0}. 

This kind of representation is known as a discrete-time function. A 
discrete-time function can be any number of discrete values. (It does not 
necessarily have to be 16 values.) A resulting signal is called digital if each 
value of the discrete-time signal is represented in code, such as binary [3, p. 
297]. The reciprocal of sample time is known as sampling rate. Three rates 
are commonly used which are 8012.8210513 Hz\ (CODEC), 22050 Hz (Low), 
and 44100 Hz (High) [8, p. 22:101]. Current compact discs are recorded at 

41 Hz is equivalent to 1 sample per second. 
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the high sampling rate. Several sampling formats of a sound signal are used. 
Formats such as 8 bit linear, 12 bit linear, and 16 bit linear are reasonably 
good representations over a relatively limited sound pressure level and do 
not occupy an enormous amount of memory (8 bits, 12 bits, 16 bits per sam
ple, respectively). The term linear refers to linear sampling with respect to 
pressure. The Mu-law format is similar to bit linear format but can cover a 
greater sound pressure level range with a given sample size. Mu-Iaw has this 
capability by approximating a more logarithmic sampling curve with respect 
to pressure. The most thorough format (and biggest memory hog at 4 bytes 
per sample) of digital sampling is floating point which has the greatest range 
of pressure level accuracy. Current compact discs are recorded using the 12 
bit linear sampling format which, coupled with the 44100 Hz sampling rate 
for two channels, explains why only 79 minutes can be squeezed out of about 
630 Megabytes of memory storage. 

Signa] convolution is a topic in DSP that must also be explored. For 
any input signal and any altering signal (filter), a new output signal can be 
acquired by a mathematical operation called convolution, given the sampling 
rate, sampling format, and the sequence of sample values of both the input 
signal and the filter [1, pp. 16-17]. Historically, the first definition of con
volution was given for continuous functions. However, a discrete method of 
convolving two sequences is required for DSP. This method is described as 
the following expression [3, p. 276]. 

n 

{s(n)} * {f(n)} = L s(m)f(n - m) 
m=O 

Signal filtering is the role that convolution plays in DSP. The desirable 
effects of allowing certain needed frequencies while rejecting unwanted fre
quencies or repeating pulses within the signal is accomplished digitally by 
convolving an input signal with a filter [5, p. 35]. Changing the characteris
tics of an input signal to something more appropriate is signal processing by 
definition. Filtering is the operation that is the actual processing of time
invariant~ linear digital signal processing [1, p. 58]. Unfortunately, this 
method of convolution requires an enormous number of multiplications and 
additions. The following example illustrates how large these calculations can 
become. 

Example 2. Consider a digital signal of length 46 seconds and a digital 
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filter of length 1 second sampled at 44100 Hz. The number of samples in the 
signal is 

(46 seconds) x (44100 samples/seconds) = 2028600 samples. 

The number of samples in the filter is 

(1 second) x (44100 samples/seconds) = 44100 samples. 

To create a new sample that is also 46 seconds long the original signal must 
be padded with 44099 zeros (44099 is the sample length of the signal minus 
one). Now calculate the total number of multiplications. 

(44100 multiplications) x (2028600 windows) = 
8.946126 X 1010 multiplications 

The total number of additions is 

(44100 additions) x (2028600 windows) = 8.946126 X 1010 additions. 

The total number of calculations made by the computer is 

(8.946126 X 1010 multiplications) + (8.946126 X 1010 additions) = 
1. 7892252 X 1011 calculations. 

This makes passing a signal through a filter a lengthy task for even the fastest 
personal computer. The next part is a discussion of how Fourier Analysis 
flexes its mathematical muscle in diminishing the calculation time of signal 
convolution. 
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Part II - Fourier Analysis 

Fourier methods of transformation and inverse transformation are used to 
speed up convolution of sequences that are too large for conventional convo
lution. To explain how Fourier Analysis, and in particular the Fast Fourier 
Transform, can accelerate convolution, the Fourier methods must first be 
mathematically derived. The Fourier series of a periodic function x(t) is 
a representation of x(t) by summing an infinite number of cosine and sine 
functions with coefficients al and bl, respectively. This series is given by the 
following expression. 

ao ~ [ (27rlt) . (27rlt)] x(t) = 2 + ft alcos T + blsm T 

The Kronecker Delta Function is defined and the Orthogonality Conditions 
of sine and cosine is assumed in order to derive the coefficients al and bl of 
the Fourier Series for x(t). 
Kronecker Delta Function 

Orthogonality Conditions 

Ski = { 1, 
0, 

j T/2 cos (21f'kt) sin (21f'lt) dt - 0 
-T/2 T T-

j T/2 cos (21f'kt) cos (hit) dt - T.s 
-T/2 T T - 2 kl 

j T/2 sin (21f'kt) sin (21f'lt) dt - T.S 
-T/2 T T - 2 kl 

The coefficients of the Fourier series can now be derived using these relation
ships. 
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To find ak, multiply by cose~t) and integrate over (-2T, t). 

J~;~2 x(t) cose~t)dt = J~;;2 T cose~t)dt 

+JT/2 ~oo a COS(21rlt)cOS(21rkt)dt -T/2 wl=! ITT 

+ JT /2 ~oo b sin( 21rlt) cos( 21rkt )dt -T/2 w/=! ITT 

Substitute the applicable Orthogonality Conditions equations to derive the 
following equation. 

jT/2 (27rkt) T 
x( t) cos T dt = 0 + ak2" + 0 

-T/2 

Simplify this equation to find ak. 

2jT/2 (27rkt) ak = T x(t) cos T dt 
-T/2 

To find bk multiply by sin( 2~t) and integrate over (-2T, t). 

J~;~2 x(t) sine~t )dt = J~;;2 ~ sine~t)dt 

+ JT /2 ~oo a cos( 21rlt ) sin( 21rkt )dt -T/2 wl=! ITT 

+ JT /2 ~oo b sin( 21rlt) sin( 21rkt )dt -T/2 w/=! ITT 

Substitute the applicable Orthogonality Conditions equations to derive the 
following equation. 

j
T/2 x(t) sin (27rTkt) dt = 0 + 0 + bk T 
-T~ 2 

Simplify this equation to find bk • 

2jT/2 (27rkt) bk = T x(t) sin -- dt 
-T/2 T 
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Thus, the Fourier Series of a function x(t) is derived as 

ao ~ [ (27rkt) . (27rkt)] x(t) = 2 + 8. akcos T + bksm T 

where 
ao = ¥ J~~~2 x(t)dt 

a - 1. JT
/
2 x(t) cos (21rkt) dt k - T -T/2 T 

b - 1. JT
/
2 x(t) sin (21rkt) dt k - T -T/2 T 

for all positive integers k. 
A different form of the Fourier Series can be found by using the trigonometric
complex identities 

where i = v=I. From these identities, the derivation of the Fourier series 
with complex coefficients is 

where () and sgn( k) are defined as the following expressions. 

() = 27rkt/T 

{

I, k> 0 
sgn(k) = -1, k < 0 

0, k = 0 

Although the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) can be defined using the 
trigonometric form of the Fourier series, this derivation of the DFT uses 
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the complex form for simpler and shorter mathematical notation. Define the 
equation for X (k) and assume the Orthogonality Condition in complex form. 

X(k) = ~ [alkl - i (sgn(k)) blkl] 

2j
T/2 1 1 jT/2 

- - e T e T t = - e T e T t = Okl ( 
-i 21rkt -i 21rlt) d ( -i 21rkt -i 21r1t) d C 

T _T~2 T -~2 

Thus, x(t) becomes the following expression in terms of X(k). 

00 

x(t) = L X(k)ei2';jt 
k=-oo 

To solve for X(k) in terms of x(t) change the summation index k to 1 

00 

x(t) = L X(l)ei2;!t 
1=-00 

and multiply both sides by e-i27rk/T and integrate over the interval (-t, t) 
to obtain the next relationship. 

j

T/2 jT/2 00 

( ) 
_i21rktd '"' X(l) i 21r1t 

_i21rktd xte Tt= ~ eTe Tt 
-T~ -~2~_00 

Employ the Orthogonality Condition in complex form to simplify this rela
tionship between x(t) and X(k). 

jT/2 
. 21rkt 

x(t)e-t--r dt = T· X(k) 
-T/2 

Solve for X(k). 

IjT/2 
'21rkt 

X(k) = T x(t)e-'--rdt 
-T/2 

[6, pp. 6-9]. 
The evaluation of Fourier series coefficients can be related to a discrete

time system with respect to the DFT. A continuous function x(t) over a 
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period T, must first be represented by a sequence of N sampled discrete
time values. This would be described as 

where tj = j ~. The N samples cover the period T or in other words T = NS 
where S is the time interval between neighboring samples. Take the above 
equation for X (k) and let T be approximated by N Sand dt be approximated 
by S and x(t) = x(tn ) at t = nS where n = 0,1,2, ... , N - 1. X(k) is now 
expressed as the following. 

Since the DFT uses only N data points which allows only N unknown coeffi
cients to be solved, k must be restricted to the set of integers, 
{O, 1,2, ... ,N -I}. X(k) then becomes 

N-l 
1 ~ _i21rkn 

X(k) = N ~X(tn)e N,k = 0,1,2, ... ,N-l 
n=O 

[6, p. 35]. 
Now that the ideas and derivations of the Fourier series and DFT have 

been examined, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of a sample value sequence 
of length 2n for all nonnegative integers n can be studied. The advantages 
of the FFT include reduction in processing time required by a computer, 
reduction in round-off error, reduction in storage requirements, and the use 
of less complex digital hardware. Due to its accuracy and simplicity, the FFT 
can be found in areas ranging from radar and image processing to structural 
and system design and analysis [6, p. 4]. Most importantly the FFT maps 
a finite set of N complex numbers recorded in the time domain to another 
set of N complex numbers that exist in the frequency domain [4, p. 81]. 
The following is the definition of the FFT. To avoid being overly meticulous, 
we will not prove that the FFT gives the same results as the DFT defined 
above. The FFT is a process involving a series of functions called butterflies 
illustrated below. 
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Figure 3 

One butterfly maps two points in the set of complex numbers to two other 
points in the set of complex numbers (C ---+ C). This is done by multiplying 
both points by 1 (this is trivial) and summing these two numbers to create 
the first point and then multiplying both points by the complex conjugate of 
u and -u and summing these two numbers to create the second point (u will 
be explained in a moment). Using several butterflies in a series to transform a 
sequence of numbers of length 2n is more complicated. Transforming requires 
several stages of butterfly function series. 

A stage is a mapping of the sequence using 2n - 1 butterflies in different 
patterns. The first stage's pattern will involve one array of butterflies and 
a number w will be set as w := -1. Butterflies are applied to points Pm, 

Pm+(n-l) where m = 0,1,2, ... , 2n- 1
. This stage maps the 2n sequence values 

to 2n new values5 . The second stage's pattern will involve two arrays of 
butterflies and w := v=r = i. Butterflies are applied to points pm, Pm+(n-2) 

and Pm+(n-l), Pm+(n-l)+(n-2) of the mapped values of the first stage where 
m = 0,1,2, ... , 2n

-
2

• The third s~e's pattern will involve four arrays of 
butterflies and w := Vi = 4- + i 22. Butterflies are applied to points Pm, 

5The first stage in an FFT will map the sample sequence of real numbers to a sequence 
of complex numbers. This can be done since real numbers can be expressed as complex 
numbers by adding Oi, a = a + Oi. 
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Pm+(n-3)l and Pm+(n-2)l Pm+(n-2)+(n-3)l and Pm+(n-I) , Pm+(n-I)+(n-3)l and 
Pm+(n-I)+(n-2) , Pm+(n-I)+(n-2)+(n-3) of the mapped values of the second stage 
where m = 0, 1,2, .. . 2n - 3 . This process will go on for n stages. The last 
stage's mapping will be the transformation of the sequence into the frequency 
domain. 

For a sequence of length 2n , its FFT will have n stages. In each step, 
Wk assumes the value of the square root of the w in the previous stage, 
Wk = y'Wk-I for k = 1,2, ... , n and WI = -1. Also, each stage will have a 
different butterfly array pattern that splits for successive stages. For each 
array, the first butterfly's value of u will be u = 1, second's value will be 
u = w, third's value will be u = w 2

, fourth's value will be u = w3 and so 
on depending on what w is for a particular stage. An illustrative example of 
transforming a sequence of length 23 = 8 would be helpful at this time. 

1 
w = -1 w = i w = -+ i-

V2 V2 

u = 1 

U = W 
2 

U = W 
3 

U = W 
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Figure 4 

This transforms the sequence to the frequency domain [6, pp. 59-63]. 
To retransform back to the time domain, the inverse Fast Fourier Trans

form (iFFT) must be applied which is defined as follows. While the inverse 
butterfly (Figure 5) is similar to the butterfly, it has different multipliers. 
The two sequence points are multiplied by ~ on the first sum and ~ and 7, 
respectively, on the second sum. 

1 -
2 

Figure 5 

This is now applied to a backward group of stages of butterflies to return the 
sequence of numbers to the time domain. This is illustrated in Figure 6. 
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1 1 
w = -+ i- w= 

V2 f2 

[6, p. 85] 

Figure 6 

w = -1 

u = 1 

u = w 

u = vf 
u = W

3 

A convolution operation of a signal and filter in the time domain is directly 
analogous to a simple product of signal and filter in the frequency domain [2, 
p. 56]. In digital signal processing, the FFT has the essential characteristic 
that it turns convolution of a signal and filter of length N into a simple 
product of corresponding elements [2, p. 4]. This product is now the system 
output of the signal and filter in the frequency domain. To obtain this 
output in the time domain, the iFFT must be applied [1, p. 271]. The 
FFT calculations, the product calculations, and the iFFT calculations of 
two sequences of numbers sum to far fewer total calculations than straight 
convolution in the time domain of the same two sequences. 
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Example 3. Using the same initial information of the first convolution 

example, the total number of calculations in transforming, convolving, and 
inverse transforming two sequences of numbers can be found and compared 
to the calculations of straight convolution. The sound signal and filter must 
first be padded with 68552 and 2053052 zeros, respectively. This is done to 
create to sequences of length 2097152 samples = 221 samples6

• The number 
of calculations in the FFT of the sound and filter is as follows. (It should be 
noted here that an addition operation on complex numbers corresponds to 2 
additions on real numbers, and a multiplication operation on complex num
bers corresponds to 4 multiplications plus 2 additions on real numbers. This 
has been accounted for in the next example.) The number of multiplications 
per stage is 

(0.5 multiplications/sample) x (2097152 samples) = 1048576 multiplications, 

(1048576 multiplications) x (4 multiplications per complex number 
multiply) = 4194304 multiplications per stage. 

The number of additions per stage is 

(0.5 multiplications/sample) x (2097152 samples) = 1048576 multiplications, 

and 

(1048576 multiplications) X (2 additions per complex number 
multiply) = 2097152 additions per stage 

(1 additions/sample) x (2097152 samples) = 2097152 additions, 

(2097152 additions) x (2 additions per complex number add) = 
4194:304 additions per stage. 

6If a sound is sampled properly, padding with zeros is acceptable. Proper sampling of 
a sound means that it will have a small amount of silence before and after the desired 
sound. The edge effects of these digital signal sequences are of practically no significance. 
Otherwise, the sequence can be padded on either side by the average value of the signal 
samples to diminish the edge effects. 
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Since the sound signal and filter are of length 221 samples, there will be 21 
stages in the Transforms of both of these sequences. The number of multi
plications and additions for a signal and filter are 

(4194304 multiplications per stage) x (21 stages) = 
88080384 multiplications 

([4194304 + 2097152] additions per stage) X (21 stages) = 
132120576 additions 

(88080384 + 132120576) + (88080384 + 132120576) = 
440401920 calculations. 

The two sequences have now been transformed. Because convolution in the 
frequency domain is multiplication of corresponding points in the sequence, 
only 2097152(4 multiplications + 2 additions) = 12582912 calculations must 
be made. The iFFT calculations will equal the number of calculations for the 
FFT. The total number of calculations of convolution using the Fast Fourier 
method is 

440401920 + 12582912 + 220200960 = 673185792 calculations. 

Convolution in the frequency domain will obviously take less time than con
volution in the time domain. That is, convolution using the Fast Fourier 
techniques will take much less time than straight convolution. This makes 
using the FFT and iFFT algorithms attractive methods of diminishing the 
time required to pass a digitized sound through a filter. 
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Part III - Acoustical Fundamentals 

Sound intensity is a quantity of power passing through a unit of area at 
some distance from the source of the sound. Because sound travels radially 
(spherically) in all directions from a source, the unit area through which 
power will pass is on an imaginary sphere defined by the distance between 
the source and the recipient. The model of sound intensity I at some distance 
D, in meters, from a source S to a recipient R is inversely proportional to 
the area of the sphere centered at S with radius D and directly proportional 
to the acoustic power P, in watts, of the source. Since the surface area of a 
sphere is 411" D2, I is defined as the following relationship. 

Power P 
1=----

unit area 411" D2 

Sound intensity is measured in watts per square meter. [7, pp. 52-53]. 

volume 

Threshhold of pain 

Iff 
f 
p 
ppp 
Threshhold of hearing 

w/m2 

10° = 1 
10-2 

10-4 
10-6 
10-8 
10-12 

Table 1 

dB 

120 
100 
80 
60 
40 
o 

[7, p. 92] The first two columns of Table 1 lists perceived volumes and re
lated intensities. This method of expression is not very useful to most people 
since human hearing is dependent on a reference intensity called the thresh
old of hearing. Because powers of 10 appear largely in intensity, logarithms 
can be used to form the more accepted definition of volume measurement 
called decibels (dB). 

I 
L = 10 log 10 

I is measured intensity, and 10 is 10-12 :2 [7, p. 92]. The last column of the 
Table lists related dB values of the perceived volumes. 
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With the proper equipment, sound intensity can be measured. This is not 

as simple as it sounds, however. The amplitude of the pressure variation with 
respect to ambient pressure is much easier to find. Since the square of the 
sound pressure is proportional to sound intensity (this is accepted as a given 
identity [7, p. 93]), sound pressure makes a better measurable indicator [7, 
p. 54]. Using the given identity between sound pressure and sound intensity 
the above equation for intensity level, L, becomes 

L = 10 log (~) 

[7, p. 93]. 
A perfectly rigid boundary surface in the path of a sound wave front 

will cause that front to undergo an alteration in its path but will not alter 
any other physical attribute of the wave. The wave front moving toward 
a boundary surface is referred to as the incident wave. The altered wave 
front due to the interaction with this boundary surface is referred to as the 
reflected wave. Real walls, however, are never perfectly rigid so some of 
the wave front's energy will be absorbed into the surface. The absorbed 
intensity of a sound must then equal the intensity of the incident wave minus 
the smaller intensity of the reflected wave. 

Iabsorbed = Iincident + Ireflected 

A number called the absorption coefficient is defined as the ratio of absorbed 
intensity to incident intensity. Absorption is dependent on the surface caus
ing the wave reflection (It is also dependent on frequency, but its dependence 
is small enough to be disregarded on a scale as large as an auditorium). 

Iabsorbed 
a=---

Iincident 

For a = 0, no sound is absorbed, and for a = 1, all sound is absorbed [7, p. 
54]. 
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Depending on the nature of the wall, reflection and intensity of reflected 

sounds have varying behavior. Given a room with reflecting walls, a sound 
will reach a recipient in many directions. The direct sound, the shortest 
distance from S to R, will be heard first followed by many less intense and 
more diffuse reflected sounds called reverberant sound. 

Real walls and sound enclosures will always absorb sound. In a hypothet
ical room with absorbing walls, sound energy will be converted to heat energy 
in the walls. The rate at which sound energy would be "lost" is dependent 
on the intensity of the sound in the enclosure and on the enclosure itself. 
The decay of reverberant sound in an enclosure follows a half life model or, 
in other words, exponential decay (Figure 7). If a sound is made at time to 
then at t l , the intensity of the reverberant sound will be ~, and at time t 2 , 

the intensity of the reverberant sound will be ~, and so on. 

to tl t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 

Figure 7 

Mathematically, it can be shown that this curve will never go to exactly 
zero. However, human hearing has a limit. The accepted value of this limit is 
set at 10-6 of the original sound intensity. This is equivalent to a reduction of 
60 decibels of the original sound intensity level. The time required for sound 
reverberation to decay to this level is referred to as reverberation time. An 
empirical model of reverberation time in a sound enclosure has been deduced 
by Wallace Sabine. Reverberation time T is given by 

V 
T = 0.049 A 
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where V is the volume of the enclosure in cubic feet and 

where an is the absorption coefficient of the material with surface area Sn 
in an enclosure composed of N walls. Although this model works rather 
well on a large scale in empty rooms, it is not always the best indicator of 
actual reverberation time. Surfaces are not the only factor in manipulation 
of reverberation time. Air temperature, auditorium seats, and even people 
add to sound absorption and will alter the reverberation time of a sound 
enclosure. This makes accurate calculation and prediction of reverberation 
time a difficult procedure. Because the equations and graphs presented are 
merely models that approximate (sometimes rather crudely) physical acous
tical phenomena, they are subject to scrutiny and should not be considered 
law [7, pp. 164-175] 

Optimum reverberation time is a debatable consideration in acoustical 
design depending on the type of music or speech performed in an audito
rium. Reverberation is dependent on frequency. Longer reverberation time 
at lower frequencies is a desirable effect because it emphasizes bass notes. 
Uniform sound distribution is also desirable. Every member of the audience 
should share about the same intensity. Placement of absorbing materials on 
the ceiling should be sparse in order to radiate the sound intensity evenly. 
Concave surfaces frequently produce echoes, and they should be avoided. 
Flutter echoes produced by two parallel reflecting walls are not desirable, 
and can be prevented by securing absorbing materials on these walls. One 
of the larger debatable concerns is that of electronic amplification of sound. 
Any system that amplifies the sound from the stage should be designed so 
that it is not apparent to the audience. Listeners should not be aware that 
the sound on the stage is being amplified. Usually, loudspeakers are arranged 
over the stage so that the direct sound and sound from the speaker reach the 
audience at about the same time. Placement of loudspeakers throughout 
the audience becomes a little more complicated. If sound from the system 
reaches a recipient before or concurrently with the direct sound, the recipient 
will be fooled into thinking that the sound is coming from the direction of 
the speaker rather than the stage. It becomes necessary for the system to 
be able to delay the electrical signal about 50 milliseconds after the direct 
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sound has reached the recipient to remedy this unwanted effect [7, pp. 176-
184]. Other acoustical criteria are used, but the concepts and mathematical 
models shown here present a large range of the more important ideas needed 
for computer modeling. 

These topics are what modeling programs that build digital filters should 
take into consideration. Filter design should try to approximate these math
ematical models. Building the proper filter for a hypothetical room depends 
on geometry, materials, placement of materials, frequency range of the sound, 
binaural hearing, electronic sound amplification, etc. The process of build
ing a filter will be the most difficult process in modeling since translating 
the mathematical models of room acoustics to filter design will require a 
large degree of accuracy and programming creativity. Understanding and 
programming the mathematics involved in convolution is a much easier task 
than building a digital filter to accurately represent a room's acoustics. 
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Part IV - Modeling Program Review 

The completion of this research project is a computer program designed 
to use all of these subjects to model the acoustic response of a digitized 
sound in a hypothetical room. Digital Signal Processing allows computers to 
handle sound by assigning sequences of numbers to sounds and filters. Fourier 
Analysis is used to speed up the calculation of convolving these digitized 
sounds and filters, and Acoustical science is used in constructing filters that 
alter a digitized sound to model the signal response of a room. The benefit 
of this program will be that hypothetical room acoustics can be modeled 
without having to build a physical model of the room. Modifications based 
on the computer models can then be made in less time with fewer materials 
and without as much trial and error experimentation. 

First, the NeXT computer should be briefly discussed. The NeXT is 
a highly powerful system used mostly in educational settings as a computer 
science research instrument and high power applications system. Because of 
its design philosophy, the operating system contains C commands that can be 
easily implemented when programming in this language. Such commands as 
SNDConvert 0 and SNDWri te 0 which handle the small details of interfacing 
with the standard NeXT sound file format were used in writing the first 
program. The execution of the necessary program files was done on the 
built-in UNIX shell. 

The goal of the program is a computer package that runs in two parts: 
a program that convolves a digitized sound and filter and a program that 
builds digital filters based on given data. The program developed for this 
project has been written as a UNIX command-line application. After one 
semester of work, it has the following capabilities. The program is able 
to read in an existing digitized sound, for instance Rooster. snd, convert 
that sound to a usable format (high sampling rate, 32 bit linear), read in 
a manually created digital filter in the prescribed format, transform both 
the sound and the filter into the frequency domain using the Fast Fourier 
Transform algorithm, convolve the sound with the filter to create a new sound 
in the frequency domain, then transform that sound into the time domain by 
using the inverse Fourier Transformation algorithm, and save the new sound 
as any filename with the same extension, for instance, NewRooster. snd, to 
be played back. The program also has the ability to convolve filters to make 
the digital equivalent of an analog filter cascade. This program fulfills the 
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first part of the intended package. 
The first task, after this program was written, was to build different kinds 

of filters to observe the different responses these filters would produce. The 
first filters created were echo filters. Because digital filters are sequences 
of numbers, echoed sounds were created by placing "numerical spikes" at 
various intervals of the sequence. A crude analogous filter would be 

{1,0,0,0,0.5,0,0,0,0.25,0,0,0,0.125}. 

Two other types of filters that were tested were high pass and low pass filters. 
The high pass filters would allow higher frequency ranges through and deaden 
the low frequencies. This would reproduce the sound as weak and "tinny." 
A crude analogous filter would be 

{I, -1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, OJ. 

Depending on how close together the two spikes in this filter were, the fre
quencies passed could be manipulated. The low pass would allow lower fre
quency ranges through and deaden the high frequencies. This would repro
duce the sound as soft and muffled. A crude analogous filter would be 

{0.0625, 0.125, 0.25, 0.25, 0.5, 0.5,1,0.5,0.5,0.25,0.25,0.125, 0.0625}. 

The frequency range could be manipulated by adjusting the total number of 
spikes, the magnitude of the spikes, and the position of the spikes. 

The next task was to tune these filters to try to get a response that 
approximated physical phenomena. An example of this is the convolution of 
low pass filters with echo filters. These filters often reproduced the sound as 
if it were heard in a cave. This is similar to how reverberant noise could be 
modeled on a digital scale. Although this sounds unimportant, a small step 
towards the final goal of a working program has been taken. 

Conclusions 

This is as far as the project could be advanced in one semester. The current 
program makes use of the ideas and mathematics of DSP and FFT algo
rithms. Unfortunately, room acoustics could not be accurately represented 
since digital filters were built manually to observe and test different kinds 
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of filtered sound images. The research should not end here. Filter design 
and methods of determining how that design is contrived from hypotheti
cal input data requires much time and improvement. A possible beginning 
to a reverberation model was found at the end of this project, but further 
investigation is needed to model reverberation time, reverberation intensity, 
diffuseness, etc. Representing the effects of the geometry of a room by filter 
design also requires much time and improvement. This particular aspect still 
has need for practical mathematics such as applications of matrix algebra in 
calculating the distance travelled by a reflected sound from source to receiver. 
The need for further research exists in the computer interface and compati
bility with other systems. At the end of the semester, filters could be built 
manually and convolved with a sound file of choice as a UNIX command. 
A method of inputting data and having a computer program build a filter 
based on that data is needed. How that data is given to the computer by 
the user also requires work. Could an accurate auralization be made with a 
list of commands and information in an ASCII file format like 'lEX or would 
a graphical interface like CADD or MicroStation with the ability to make 
major and minor alterations with the click of a mouse be more accurate and 
user friendly? When these questions are sufficiently answered, this idea could 
be taken a step further and made compatible with MS-DOS, Windows, or 
Macintosh environments if the time required to program such an application 
in these types of operating systems was available. 
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